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Outcomes.  el( 	 Focus 

MAKING AN OLD DRILL NEW! 	 Georg* Kingston, PH.D. 
San Jose Sharks 

- Dais Manual ... Recipe Book 

- Problem - Solving Process 

- 1972 

- Change ... Modem Game 

*PARADIGM SHIFT 
- Rules/Boundaries/Assumptions in ways of thinking, believing, doing and seeing 
- Creating new way of looking at an old drill 
- Seeing new potential in old drills 
- Adapting old drills to new game conditions 
- Questioning process 

*CHANGES IN GAME-0-9. CHANGES IN TRAINING/PRACTICES 

Speed/Quickness 

- Transition/Movement/Activity 

- Puck Control at High Tempo 

- Pressure 

- High tempo practice 
- Quality work (short duration) 
- Pace same as game 
- Work/rest ratio (recovery and timing of repetitions) 

Flow 
Assembly line training 

- Linkages towards integrated play 
- Transition 
- Progressions and sequencing of drills 

- 'Quick feet, quick hands, quick mind" 
- Quality work 
- Pace with recovery 

- Creating, reading and handling pressure in game 
situations 

- Increasing number of skills and tasks involved in 
drill 
Grid drills with space, time and numerical 
constraints 



OUTCOMES OBJECTIVES 

PROCEDURES  
--1  

ORGANIZATION kilt 	 

PURPOSE(S) 

/ 
FOCUS(ES)/TASKS(S) 

- Complexity/Coordinated Play/ 
Strategy/Deception/ 
Improvisation 

- Small Space Game 

- Players are Faster, Fitter, 
Stronger, Bigger & Well 
Prepared in Tactics 

- Modern International Game 

- Read & act 
- Coordinated and timed tasks and activity 
- Game simulation in game situations 
- Stress on activity by players off the puck 
- Progressions with increased number of skills 

involved and tasks involved 
- Simplicity of focus with cue words 
- Adding complicators, frustrators, deceptors to drill 
- Problem-solving with variety of solutions 
- Competition drills 

Grid drills with space, time, task and numerical 
constraints 

- Grid drills 
- Combative drills/competition drills 
- Game situation drills 
- High tempo, paced and sequenced practices based 

upon quality work 

- Purposive training 
- Efficient training 
- Paradigm shift training 

*ANATOMY OF A DRILL 

*OBJECTIVES) FOR DRILLS 
- Technical Training 
- Tactical Training 
- Physical Training 
- Mental/Emotional Training 

- Evaluation/competition 

Skill development/improvement 
Game use of skill/strategies 
Conditioning/repetition 
Fatigue/frustration/preparation for handling critical 
moments in game/team 
building/communication/leadership/etc. 



*PURPOSES FOR DRILLS  
- Instructional 
- Development/imProvement through repetition (training) 
- Strategic/preparation 
- Evaluation/competition 
- Conditioning 	 recovery 
- Chance of pace - fun/recovery 

FOCUS/TASK WITHIN DRILL 
Specific choice of drill to achieve specific objective(s)/PurPose(s)/outcome(s) desired 
Features and conditions within drill - Number of players 

- Number of tasks 
- Number of skills 
- Constraints of space, time, resistance, pressure, 

etc. 
- Whole action/part action(s)/progressive parts 
- Spaced/blocked practice 

- Specific tasks(s) 
- Special focus(es) 

*ORGANIZATION OF DRILL  

- Start point 
- Formation 
- Movement patterns to build in features, tasks and focuses in drill choice 
- End point 
- Explanation/demonstration/improvement process to drill 

*PROCEDURES FOR DRILL  
- Activity/recovery ratio 	 Energy requirements 
- Pace 
- Progression 
- Sequencing 
- Linkage 
- Duration 
- Repetitions 
- Etc. 



*OUTCOMES FOR DRILL(S)/TRAINING SESSION  
Meeting needs for better game performance 
Achieving objectives 

- Technical improvement/development 
- Tactical/strategic improvement/development 
- Conditioning improvement 
- Recovery 
- Change of pace 	 fun/recovery/variety 
- Mental/emotional training 
- Evaluation 

(Closing the loop!) 

SOME OTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR DRILL CHOICE  
- Overall training scheme for coaching level 
- Theming training session or segments 
- External conditions 

- Schedule demands ... 	travel/time/time change 
- Fatigue/emotional state/physical state/injuries 
- Player readiness 	attitudes/receptiveness/winning and losing 

pattern/integrating new or returning (from injury) 
players 

Stage in training session 	... 	ice condition/safety 

*DRILL BUILDING/DRILL CHANGE/BUILDING PRACTICE 
EFFICIENCY 

- Basic drills/favorite drills/standard drills 
- Change one aspect or more than one aspect to achieve a better drill for meeting needs or 

new demands of game 
- Progression/linkage/sequencing/efficiency 

*ACHIEVING DRILL EFFICIENCY  
- Analyzing movement; activity; flow; stoppages; down time for instruction, correction and 

change or advancement of drill 
- Building on known drills 
- Using same organization but changing objective, purpose, focus, procedures or outcome 

for drill 
- Naming formation, starting point 
- Using same organization to build progression and linkage among drills 
- Using cues, clear and concise instructions 
- Pre-icing; linking with video; theming 
- Multi-purpose drills with change(s) 



Analysis of needs creating 
practice objectives 

Efficiency of outcomes 
for better performance 

raining Session 

- What do your players need for better game performance? 

- What does your team need for better game performance? 

READY - FIRE - AIM! 
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